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Honda genuine manual transmission fluid equivalent

Joined Dec 9, 2016 Messages 339 Reaction Rating 139 Location FL Car(s) '17 Hatch Sport 6MT , 1995 240sx Well, I'm about to roll over 30k miles so according to the time manual to change the gear oil. I'll probably go with a couple of Honda qts stuff. But! has anyone else run something a little thicker like AMSOIL or anything else interesting? Joined Apr 19,
2015 Messages 223 Reaction Rating 144 Location Idaho Falls, ID Car(s) Acura RSX Well, I'm about to roll over 30k miles so according to the time manual to change the gear oil. I'll probably go with a couple of Honda qts stuff. But! has anyone else run something a little thicker like AMSOIL or anything else interesting? Transmission engineers sometimes
coordinate the MT liquid by adjusting viscosity or friction reducers so that the synchros mesh perfectly. The Honda liquid is specially made for your transmission. Why buy off-the-shelf clothes if you can get specially tailored clothes? Joined Dec 9, 2016 Messages 339 Reaction Rating 139 Position FL Car(s) '17 Hatch Sport 6MT , 1995 240sx Thread Starter
Thread starter #3 Because sometimes manufacturers design things based around maximum fuel efficiency instead of longevity. What has changed so much about manual gearboxes, which still use GL4, that oil must now be half as thick and changed twice as much? In all my Nissan I use Nissan branded MTF. It works best for me ... However, in other cars
(Ford, Mazda, Mitsubishi) I had better luck with other liquids. Well, I'm about to roll over 30 kilometers miles so according to the time manual to change the gear oil. I'll probably go with a couple of Honda qts stuff. But! has anyone else run something a little thicker like AMSOIL or anything else interesting? plannedoc does like the Amsoil MTF (Manual
Syndromesh Liquid Gearbox 5W-30). Red Line D4 (7.5cSt) SAE 70W-80 Grade (Gear Oil) D4 ATF also provides a GL-4 level of gear protection, making it a superior product for transmissions and transaxles. Balanced friction characteristics provide smooth and consistent shifts for extended duct spaces. balanced slipperyness for easier displacement in cold
climates Suitable friction factor for most manual transmission synchronizers (other synthetic tool oils are often too slippery for proper synchronization commitment) Also used with manual gearboxes and transaxles such as T-5, T-45, T-56 and late-model BMW, provides a level of GL-4 gear protection� Excellent cold weather mode edited: November 26, 2017
Joined Dec 7, 2016 Messages 518 Reaction Rating 165 Position Socal Car(s) Sport Hatch 6MT Amsoil is fantastic stuff. Use that instead of the liquid Honda MTF and hello good. Name Chris Joined November 20, 2017 Messages 14 Reaction Rating 8 Location SW OH Car(s) MK7 GTI Autobahn, Civic Sedan Touring, JK JK X Honda in my experience prefer
the liquid Honda MT. I've tried Redline and Honda in almost identical civics before (2003/2004) and the Honda liquid felt better. Chris: Previous 1983 Honda Civic 1500DX, 1992 Civic SI, 2003 HCH1, 2004 HCH1, 2006 Insight. Joined Dec 9, 2016 Messages 339 Reaction Rating 139 Location FL Car(s) '17 Hatch Sport 6MT , 1995 240sx Thread Starter
Thread starter #9 yes I was somewhat leaning towards OEM or AMSOIL... I didn't like Redline in Nissans... and is spec'ed for the same weight. Yes I was somewhat leaning towards OEM or AMSOIL... I didn't like Redline in Nissans... and is spec'ed for the same weight. If someone decides to get Amsoil and doesn't know a trader or have a local place in them
they can get it let me know. Or visit my website. Cjsynthetic.myamsoil.com Name Chris Joined November 20, 2017 Messages 14 Reaction Rating 8 Location SW OH Car(s) MK7 GTI Autobahn, Civic Sedan Touring, JK Rubicon X This is to explain it ... Superlight Anti-Oil Redline was the wrong choice of product. Why would I do that? He's not saying you're
wrong, trying to find out here. Chris: Previous 1983 Honda Civic 1500DX, 1992 Civic SI, 2003 HCH1, 2004 HCH1, 2006 Insight. Joined Oct 8, 2016 Messages 663 Reaction Rating 364 Sequim WA Car Location (s) 2015 Mustang GT 5.0 6mt, 2015 Highlander V6 AWD, 2017 Accord EX coupe 2.4 6MT Vehicle Showcase 1 plannedoc does like the Amsoil
MTF (Manual Syndromesh Fluid 5W-30). Excellent tool and synchronization protection, balanced slipperyness for easier cold shift Suitable friction factor for most manual transmission synchronizers (other synthetic gear oils are often too slippery for proper synchronization commitment) It is also used with manual gearboxes and transaxles such as T-5, T-45,
T-56 and slow-model BMW, provides a GL-4 level of gear protection� Excellent cold weather mode that I have 9000 miles on the Amsoil MTF. I can't tell any difference to all the VS displacement features the original fill from Honda. I changed the MTF plant to 10,000 miles, not because I think I needed it so often, that it was just to get the new trans particle
break-in out. But, I was really disappointed in how discolored the wet Honda MTF was at only 10,000 miles. So, am I going to also change the Amsoil MTF in the same 10,000 mile space, just out of curiosity to see what it looks like? Depending on what I see, I then decide on what I think is a suitable 6MT fluid drainage interval? As a way off-topic side note, I
recently changed to Amsoil ATF in my wife's 2015 Toyota Highlander at 33,000 miles. The service said I was wasting my money because it came with lifetime liquid. You never need a change. Well, I convinced him to take my money anyway, and I was shocked by what came out of this thing! The technician said I was smart not to hear that. This. B. These
new automatics still need their liquid changed too. The technology told me the only reason the mfr'r says lifetime for trans liquids, or 10,000 for engine oil, is because the U.S. govt charges them ahead when they sell a car based on the expected cost of disposing of these liquids during vehicle life. Recommending not to change your fluids saves them
$millions in fees. It's about $and cents. Not really. Reactions: WOPSiWOT and Attacker
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